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Mandala Veda Parayanam 2018 
The Sabha welcomes you for hosting the Veda        
Parayanam at your house during the      
forthcoming Krithika Mandalam, commencing on     
Karthigai 1st i.e. 17 Nov 2018. Krishna Yajur        
Veda has 44 Prasnams (chapters) and the       
Purohiths will recite one prasnam a day until  
30 Dec 2018 in the house of a member hosting          
the Parayanam. The event will commence      
with a Pooja at 7:15 pm on all days. 
 
Basic things like manjal, kumkum, camphor,      
betel leaves, nuts, sandal paste (chandanam),      
coconut, fruits, agarbathi, deepam etc will be       
required for Pooja. Please check with Purohits       
in advance if you need further clarifications. 
 
The telephone numbers of the Purohits are: 
 
Sri Raja Sastrigal                9271 1052 
Sri Kasirama Sastrigal        9062 1549 
Sri DhineshSastrigal           9146 9473  
 
 
Pooja will be done by the host under the         
guidance of Purohit for Lord Ganapathy and       
other Devathas kept in the Pooja dais. This will         
take about 15 minutes. Thereafter, Purohits will       
recite relevant Prasnam from Veda for about       
half an hour. This duration would vary, as the         
length of each Prasnam (chapter) is different.       
This will be followed by Deeparadhanai and       
Mantra Pushpam. 

Thereafter devotional songs will be rendered by       
any of the participants, if they wish to. The         
whole event will take about 90 minutes.       
Prasadam will be distributed thereafter.  
 
Based on past experience, you can expect       
about 3 - 4 persons to come voluntarily and the          
attendance by others will depend upon your       
direct invitation to your relatives and friends.       
There may be additional participants on      
weekends and holidays.  
 
Prasadam can be simple and minimum of one        
neivedyam will be required. Hence, if you wish        
to order extra food from outside you could do so.          
Please avoid onion, garlic etc. Keep the       
prasadam simple and preparations can be made       
based on the above indication of participants.  
 
Note: The Acharya Dakshina for the event shall        
be S$ 51/- regardless of the number of purohits         
in attendance. (Conveyance charges extra, at      
actuals).  
 
Contact Sri Sairam preferably on email to       
events@sdbbs.org to make your booking for the       
vacant dates, more information or further      
clarifications. You may visit our website      
www.sdbbs.org for the latest updates on      
vacant dates. 
 
Once again thank you for keeping one of the         
rare traditions alive. 
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